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Hey boss, pis ck out this website ... .... newstalk1130.com ....... the name of the show is "Debunking Making a Murderer" by 
Dan O'Donnel... ....... it exposes every lie in every episode of the Netflix story. Some other facts I have come up with is: 1.) 
The documentary continues to re-victimize the Halbach family and destroys the closure the Halbach family sought and 
gained thru the conviction. 2.) The Manitowoc County District Attorney's Office had little to no direct involvement in the 
2005 prosecution of Steven Avery, and the DA from the 1985 prosecution was gone long before the 2005 case. 3.) The 
primary investigative agencies for the 2005 case was the Calumet County Sheriff's Office and DCI. However, due to the 
enormity of the scene, assistance was sought from MTSO, the Wisconsin State Patrol, MTPD, and the Wisconsin State 
Crime Lab. 3.) At NO time were MTSO investigators searching or collecting evidence without a CASO deputy present, and 
at times also a Crime Lab tech was present. 4.) Steven Avery's residence was searched several times due to that being 
the direction of DCI and CASO. Each search was a targeted search for specific items. For example, one search consisted 
of locating and collecting Avery's computer and related computer hardware. 4.) Jim Lenk and I had NO involvement in 
the 1985 investigation of Steven Avery. In 1985 I was in the United States Air Force stationed at Nellis AFB, NV. Jim Lenk 
was a resident of and living in the State of Ml. 5.) Neither Jim Lenk or I was EVER sued by Steven Avery. MTSO and Tom 
Koucerek was the target of Avery's lawsuit. 6.) Prior to the 2005 homicide investigation, I had never investigated a case 
involving Steven Avery, nor had I ever had a negative contact with him. I barely knew who he was as I did not step foot 
in Manitowoc County until 1991. I am not from here and when I was hired by MTSO, Steven Avery was in prison. 6.) I 
have never done a traffic stop with ANY vehicle operated by Theresa Halbach. On the night she was reported missing to 
me by CASO, I requested her vehicle description as well as registration plate number. I had no way of running the 
information given to me by CASO from my patrol car, so I had to call in to dispatch to have them run Theresa's 
registration plate thru WI DOT to ensure I had copied down the plate number correctly. I HAD to have this information 
verified in case I located her vehicle at either of the two locations I was requested to check in Manitowoc County. 7.) I 
made contact at BOTH locations that CASO requested I check for Theresa, not just at Avery's Salvage Yard. 8.) NO 
evidence was planted at any time by ANY law enforcement officer during the course of this investigation. The key to 
Theresa's vehicle was NOT discovered laying next to a pair of shoes in the open, but was instead located cleverly hidden 
behind a bookcase, in Steven Avery's bedroom. It should be also noted that during a court preparation at CASO, a CASO 
deputy informed me, Jim Lenk, Ken Kratz, Mark Weigert and Tom Fassbender that during a movement of Steven Avery 
at CASO, Avery had stated mockingly to this CASO deputy "I can't believe it took you guys 8 times to find that key." I am 
unaware if that statement was used at Avery's trial, and if not, why?? 9.) At NO time have I ever had access to any 
container of Steven Avery's blood, sweat and/or any other bodily fluid connected with Steven Avery. 10.) AT NO TIME 
did any of the aforementioned law enforcement agencies, along with the FBI, enter into ANY SORT of conspiracy to 
frame Steven Avery of this homicide. 11.) MTSO was not involved in the interview of Brenndan Da$sey. 12.) Steven Avery 
has now claimed, during his appeals, that his brothers, Charles (Chuck) Avery and Earl Avery killed Theresa and "set him 
up" in order to deny Steven a portion of the salvage business. 13.) I would be willing to sign any release to allow access 
to both my military service records and/or my personnel file at Manitowoc County as I have NEVER been the target of 
suspicion and I feel my service to both my country and Manitowoc County has always been performed to the best of my 
ability. 
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